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Dr. :Wm H. Roberson, Area Manager
U. S. Atomic Energy Co lesion
P. 0. Box 66
Miamisburg, Ohio

Dear Dr. Roberson:

Released through th e
MOUND ISDR PROJI.:f-r

(funded through DOE's OPENNES'
Record Copy held at Nfonn:

On Wednesday, July 21, 1954, Mr. J. E. Cole and Dr. L.
of DuPont visited and inspected Mound Laboratory. They indi.ca ta
that this examination was directed toward suggesting work which
could be done at Mound in support of the Savannah River operations.
They stated that only one thing occurred to them immediately, but
that they would give serious consideration to other items.

They suggested that Mound Laboratory examine the ion
frametechnique which Spedding proposes to separate U-235 from U-

However, their interest would lie in the application of this method to
the separation of Pu-239 and Pu-240. They further suggested that
Mound might examine any separation tw-hdques which could be used
for this job. It was felt that en industrial approach would have a better
chance of providing an economical solution.

In August 1953, Mound Laboratory first offered an approach to this problem.
At that time it was suggested that standard chemical separation techniques
be examined to see whether isotopic separations were also effected. It
was proposed that fractional crystallization be first enarined. A rare
earth series which had undergone thousands of fractionations was available
at Michigan State. An examination of the samarium in the fore and end
fractions of this series was 0 be made to detect the extent of isotopic
separation.

Recently a scheme for carrying out fractional crystallization on a continuous
basis has come to our attention. If fractional crystallization does effect
an isotopic separation it should be more attractive than the Speckling ion
exchange approach because the former is inherently a high concentration
system whereas the latter is inherently a. low concentration system.



Dr, John B. 	 uly 26, 1954

n its suggestion

Determine the extent of isotopic separation in a fractional
crystalli,ton procedure.

If favor ble, adapt the continuous fractional crystallization
technique to the separation of Pu-239 and Pu-240.

Examine other chemical separation techniques including the
ai)edding ion exchange proposal.

4. 	 Determine the feasibility of extending the work to larger
capacity systems.

The first step of this stud could be accomplished 
byone

 man in probably
less than three months. If promising the study wo involve four men
for the first fiscal year.
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